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An Ancestral Caddo Ceramic Vessel from the 
Molly Cameron Site (41BW18) in the Sulphur 
River Basin in East Texas
Timothy K. Perttula
 The Molly Cameron site is an ancestral Caddo habitation site with burial features in the Sulphur River 
by W. K. Cameron exposed several ceramic vessels and human remains. One of the vessels was purchased 
by The University of Texas at Austin in August 1932; that vessel is documented below.
Figure 1. The location of the Molly Cameron site (41BW18) in Bowie County, Texas.
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 During the survey of then proposed Lake Wright Patman in 1949, Robert L. Stephenson noted that 
the site, which he recorded as the Molly Cameron site, covered ca. 5-10 acres. He also noted that burials 
19 that were undecorated, one incised sherd, and one engraved sherd. 
SITE NAME OR SITE NUMBER: Molly Cameron (41BW18)
VESSEL NO.: 1, W. K. Cameron Collection
VESSEL FORM: Jar
NON-PLASTICS AND PASTE: grog 
RIM AND LIP FORM: Everted rim
INTERIOR SURFACE COLOR: very dark gray
EXTERIOR SURFACE COLOR: very dark gray; organic residue on the vessel body
WALL THICKNESS (IN MM): rim, 4.2 mm; body, 6.0 mm
INTERIOR SURFACE TREATMENT: smoothed
EXTERIOR SURFACE TREATMENT: none
HEIGHT (IN CM): 9.7
ORIFICE DIAMETER (IN CM): 9.8
DIAMETER AT BOTTOM OF RIM OR NECK (IN CM): 8.9
ESTIMATED VOLUME (IN LITERS): 0.6
DECORATION (INCLUDING MOTIF AND ELEMENTS WHEN APPARENT): The rim of the vessel 
is plain, but the vessel body has a continuous series of 42 narrow vertical appliqued ridges that extend to 
just above the vessel base (see Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plate 13e-f).
PIGMENT USE AND LOCATION ON VESSEL: none
TYPE AND VARIETY (IF KNOWN): Cass Appliqued
 Cass Appliqued vessels are known from ancestral Caddo sites in the Sulphur and Big Cypress Creek 
basin in East Texas that were occupied from the 16th century to the early 18th century (Perttula et al. 
2010), including sites in Cass County with European trade goods. This suggests that the Molly Cameron 
site, or at least one burial feature at the site, was occupied sometime during that time range. At the Goode 
Hunt (41CS23) and Clements (41CS25) sites, these vessels were associated with late 17th-early 18th 
century Nasoni Caddo settlements.
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